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The banking revolution lies in
customer-centric and
differentiated innovation
Teo Blidăruș, CEO & co-founder,
FintechOS
The banking revolution is not happening in
an office or a branch. It’s happening in our
phones and laptops, it’s happening virtually,
and it’s happening every day. The
revolution is fuelled by regular people
needing simpler but more diversified
products and services that can evolve as
fast as they do.
So, what does it take to come ahead in this
game? That’s a pretty loaded question,
especially when we consider that the
competition is rife with global stalwarts,
fintech powerhouses, neoplayers, and
challengers that are now opening the
embedded finance space.
At FintechOS, we’ve simplified this
question by making sure we put the
customer at the center. For us, we take
pride in obsessing about consumers’
needs.

We know we must make that the mantra,
and only once that is in place can we tackle
the challenge ahead of us: deliver
continuous, customer-focused innovation,
at speed.
When we are able to combine speed,
differentiated products, and better services,
we get truly clear outcomes: increased
revenue and customer satisfaction, new
business segments being established,
operational efficiency, and purposeful
growth.
When you look at the state of the industry,
not just in Romania but in Western Europe
and the rest of the world, it’s pretty obvious
that the number of financial products and
services is exploding. We can extrapolate
that knowledge and predict that the future
of financial services will be shaped by an
unprecedented number of personalized
offerings. We can already see all the main
global trends aligning this way.
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And because innovation will be such an
important aspect of the banking toolkit, I
think the cost of product innovation and
new services operation will need to drop.
We already know that the new players in
the market – the start-ups, embedded
finance retailers, etc – operate at a fraction
of the cost of traditional players and large
incumbents.
I think the big silver bullet for all this is time
to market. There are companies that run as
much as 50% innovation streams in parallel
that are deploying customer value daily.
The rest of the players will either need to
catch up or build collaborations with
innovative technology partners to keep
pace.
I believe that we have entered what I like to
think of as the age of mass
democratization of innovation. We now
have an influx of creator-centric platforms,
which is fuelling a true industry disruption
by technology-focused challengers.
The next step is empowering our internal
makers -- the creators within organizations.

This is one of our goals at FintechOS, as I
think this will be key -- there are simply not
enough engineers in the world to build,
maintain, and operate all these new
business lines.
Finally, I believe that today’s incumbents
will take one of three strategies: some
might accept the new status quo, take a
step back, and simply say they will focus
on their traditional core market.
Others will find partners to help them
extend their services and move into this
space. And a chosen few will reimagine
their business model and adjust their vision
to embrace the challenges of building an
ecosystem of their own. These are the
ones we should be watching out for.
So let's all leap further. Let's be different.
Let's empower more. Let's become
innovation powerhouses. And let's meet
the revolution of banking head on.
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Don't make
me think!
Razvan Enache,
CX & Growth Consultant

A decade ago, banks' websites were clunky
and difficult to use, while mobile apps were
awful to look at. However, the fact that not
so many banking operations were
translated into online flows was an
advantage.
As a client, I had no problems finding the
action I needed to take. Today, a huge
number of daily banking operations are
being executed through mobile banking
apps, and the customers don't have to visit
a branch in 99% of the cases.
Though, a new challenge arises: to simplify
a mobile app in order to make it as
intuitive as possible. Banks are stuffing
lots of features in already crowded menus,
but without good UI/UX improvements
clients would find it difficult to take the
action they need or push the right buttons.

With frequent releases in the apps, I often
found myself searching for the frequent
actions I was used to taking.
There's a good book that highlights the
statement "Don't make me think'' as the
number one usability secret. Banks should
make it a mantra if they care for their
clients.
Our Scorecard analyzed 11 banks and 4
challenger banks from a quantitative
perspective, counting the most prevalent
features and digital propositions, but the
qualitative assessment of the ease of
doing banking is for sure more important
and a research in this field will have
different outcomes. The clients will be the
ones to judge if the number of features
offers enough value in a mobile banking
app or it has to be doubled by UX
improvements.
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70%
70% of the top ten banks have
implemented a digital loan
proposition for individual clients

8 out of the first 10 banks
in Romania have remote
current account opening
for retail clients

All the retail banks in the
top 10 are offering at least
two mobile payment options

Security features became
more important, but only a
couple of banks invested
heavily in these aspects
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Future Banking Scorecard Romania – analysis from FintechOS

The End of the Beginning in the
Digital Banking Race
This year’s comparison of digital features
between leading banks in Romania shows
us that all the brands are moving at a fast
pace in a tight race. Nobody is a beginner
in digital and mobile banking anymore.
The competition isn’t about who can
launch faster: we’ve finished the beginning
of digital transformation and now we’ve
entered a crucial middle game. So what
will it take for banks to pull ahead of the
pack?

What this means is that a simplistic “total
feature parity” strategy may not be the best
approach for any bank. It either risks
mistaking being average for being a leader,
or it stretches resources too thinly across
multiple initiatives without the chance to be
truly excellent in any particular zone of
digital capability. And the definition of
“scorecard 100%” will move each year as
new
technologies
and
consumer
expectations arise!

While this research has shown a lot of
“feature parity” between competitors in the
Romanian digital banking space, a closer
look shows that no one bank’s offering is
identical to another. For example, few
banks score 100% of the Future Banking
target features in the CX category, yet none
of the banks we reviewed has exactly the
same set of features. Some lack personal
financial management features but allow
users to automate saving actions,while
others are the other way round. And while
most banks offer customers the ability to
add their bank card to a digital wallet, other
“plastic-less” features are far less
consistent, with only about half of the
banks offering virtual cards but a different
selection able to let customers change a
card PIN or lock a card from within the app.

Instead of chasing a growing feature list in
its entirety, the touchstone for prioritizing
digital roadmaps must be what the
customers value and find remarkable. We
believe there are four types of innovation to
mix into digital strategy to achieve this.

Be the first
The most obvious way to differentiate and
“wow” your customer is to do something
competing banks don’t offer. If a feature is
something that customers value enough,
then the barriers to switching banks – or at
least persuading them to take the time to
test out a new banking app – are low. It’s a
good time to shout about any first-mover
advantage you have, and attract new
banking customers.
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A standout example from our survey is the
idea of implementing chatbots or, more
broadly, conversational banking – which
none of the banks in Romania are currently
offering. This is something visible to
customers, aligned with modern UX
expectations in mobile apps and services,
and has been proven successful in a wide
range of deployments in the rest of Europe,
as well as being provided for by a fastmaturing set of technology vendors. You
could describe this as a plug-and-play
digital differentiation opportunity.
Other examples of the under-exploited
opportunities from this 2022 review include
building functionality around the extremely
hot topic of digital wallets, as well as
automatic security protections, and
ensuring more boxes are ticked in open
banking. What all of these areas have in
common is that the features to work on,
and how to build them with digital teams
and technology partners, are relatively wellestablished in the wider banking and
fintech market. In other words, the
differentiation money is on the table for
those who move decisively.

Don’t leave gaps in the new normal
At an accelerated pace during the
pandemic, Romanian banks have achieved
impressive results in offering remote
banking services to a “locked down”
population.

The high degree of coverage for selfservice, fully digital onboarding and card
management mean that customers
banking 24/7 from home are better served
than ever.
However, this also means the bar has been
raised. If customers encounter a gap in
functionality from their bank, the negative
impression could be as significant at
triggering them to try out competitors, as
new features would be in attracting them.
The power of being “remarkable” works
both ways.
For digitally native consumers, particularly
younger
generations,
consider
the
paramount importance of payments
integration Apple Pay and Google Pay. If a
banking app has a strong feature set yet
does not offer one or the other of these
two wallet integrations, it’s a showstopper.
And there’s evidence of several such gaps
in this year’s survey. Otherwise great
banking services are inexplicably let down
by a key missing feature.
Further examples of unexpected gaps
include certain banks missing direct debit
management, the ability to freeze a lost or
stolen card, or permission management for
open banking aggregation. All of these are
stumbling blocks which could cause a
customer to abandon your bank,
particularly if all your competitors offer this
particular feature as standard.
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Making basics brilliant
The third area of innovation that
differentiates your bank in the eyes of
customers is the most tricky to deal with.
It’s where the market has reached a level of
maturity that most competitors have filled
in the gaps, features have become
commoditized, and apparently a whole
topic has lost the potential for any bank to
do anything new and stand out.
Examples of this in this year’s survey
include
mobile
push
notifications,
biometric authentication, and contactless
cards. All of the banks available to
customers in Romania have these features.
Yet, from a customer’s point of view, none
of these banks will be equal even when
comparing just these features. This is
because, with a feature gaining a certain
familiarity and regular usage, both the
quality of design and scope of the feature
become more important.
In the case of push notifications, it’s not a
yes/no whether the banking app has it. It’s
about how well these are used. Are the
notifications useful and timely, or spammy
and annoying? Once you have notifications
as a channel, making this really valueadding for customers is a good quality
challenge.
Biometrics and contactless cards are areas
to look at for feature scope.

Using the mobile operating system’s
fingerprint or face recognition service to
simplify app login is great, but where else
could this be used to increase security and
customer confidence? There are lots of
user journeys in banking that need both
better security guarantees and a more
convenient user experiences – in short,
anywhere that currently needs passwords,
let alone signatures or bank staff
validation.
By expanding the scope of digital services
to solve more customer challenges, even
commodity feature sets can be revitalized
as differentiators. Applying this to
contactless payments, the introduction of
more complex limits and approvals under
PSD2/SCA provides a clear chance to
differentiate in security and convenience
via the mobile app.

Pioneer outside the box
The
final
stream
of
a
winning
differentiation strategy is to do something
totally unexpected, outside the boundaries
of today’s digital banking feature matrix.
What is your bank offering customers that
none of your competitors are even
considering on their roadmap?
Digital and technology leaders in
established financial institutions spend a
lot of time looking inwards, and with good
reason, because transforming multigenerational IT systems and processes
into a lean modern machine is missioncritical for profitability and scalability.
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Modernizing creaking legacy core systems
is a concern for all banks at the moment,
with great ROI potential in moving to newgeneration cloud-native core technology.
Yet while looking downwards and inwards
at the technology stack is necessary, it’s
not sufficient to generate game-changing
ideas. In addition, leaders must be bold at
looking upwards and outwards.
In practical terms this means opening the
bank’s roadmap and technology to fresh
possibilities from partnerships with new
allies. We have just started a decade that is
going to be defined by a shift of fintech
investment from a multitude of B2C
challengers into a re-bundling set of B2B
models. We are already seeing many
startups pivoting from a single-brand,
single-market niche into more ambitious
growth plans via a global SaaS model. For
example, if one brand is the leading
challenger for ESG investing in the UK or
behavioral finance in Sweden, why should
this proven technology not be packaged for
a bank in Romania to offer this under their
own brand and digital experience platform?
The market is absolutely bursting with such
win-win-win opportunities right now if
banks open up both technically and
strategically.
Aside from direct fintech partnerships,
“thinking upwards” also means breaking
out of traditional distribution channel
paradigms.

If a banking customer of today wants to
order a new credit card from the app
instead of the branch, the customers of
tomorrow might not want that app or that
card at all.
Does that mean they are not a banking
customer for you? Of course not, it’s just a
continued evolution away from an old
paradigm of “customer comes to bank”
towards the future defined as “banking
goes out to where the customer is”.
This is why there’s so much excitement
about embedded finance. It’s not a single
playbook but a huge open opportunity
space, potentially as devastating as
Amazon’s reinvention of retail and as
disruptive as Deliveroo’s flipping of the
traditional restaurant experience into a
better quality, more convenient takeaway.
Their value proposition is simply better for
customers: instead of going out to a
restaurant, all of the city’s choice of food
can come to me. Apply this to banking and
you can see what needs to be rebuilt in the
years ahead.
Because your customers don’t necessarily
expect to seek a bank for financial
services, or even be that clear on how to
find what they need, most of the growth
potential ahead of us in financial services
is going to be “delivery” to where the
customer is, at the right time and solving
for both quality and convenience.
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None of the things you could be doing in
this space are evident in a “must-have”
feature matrix today. But no bank can
afford to “wait and see” only to find out
that they have fallen behind in the 2025
scorecard.

Conclusions
In summary here is how we at FintechOS
like to read feature parity matrices with our
clients and partners in global banking,
insurtech, and embedded finance:
1) Where are there obvious, “low-hanging
fruit”? Grab opportunities to rapidly
implement well-known features that
instantly make you stand out from the
pack.

4) Don’t get stuck inside the traditional
banking box. If your innovation strategy is
only about chasing competitors or
improving your existing apps and services,
you miss out on the biggest differentiation
opportunities. Far from being speculative
and risky, many ideas are hidden in plain
sight, and ready to go for those
organizations bold enough to look
“upwards and outwards”.
FintechOS challenges financial innovators
to act more boldly and get results faster via
a unique low-code digital makers’ platform
and composable technology stack.
To get a personalized demo, contact us via
fintechos.com

2) Where are the break points? Find gaps in
expected
features,
particularly
by
cataloguing and tracing customer journeys
through common products and services.
Prioritize fixing the “breaks” which are
losing you customers or loyalty.
3) Where can you shift a commodity
feature back into a differentiator? Either via
richer functionality or a more slick user
experience. Getting closer to direct
customer feedback – e.g. via design
thinking methods – will help you uncover
lots of new ideas.
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TRADITIONAL
BANKS
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The leading bank in Romania ranks best in 4
categories, with a complete digital banking
proposition and the full suite of payment options.

Digital Proposition

100%
Cards

100%
CX Features

100%
Payments

100%
Security features

83.3%
Open Banking
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97%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards *
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
* only in BT Pay

Open Banking
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BCR offers a complete digital proposition for
individuals and SME clients. It ranks also best in
class in payment options and above average in cards
& CX features.
Digital Proposition

100%
Cards

85.7%
CX Features

64.7%
Payments

100%
Security features

27.8%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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79%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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BRD - Groupe Societe Generale started recently to
deploy its digital proposition and has more to prove
based on its pipeline of innovations.

Digital Proposition

58.3%
Cards

14.3%
CX Features

70.6%
Payments

41.2%
Security features

44.4%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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43%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions *

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl *

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments *
* only in contact center
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Radu Ionescu, Director Product
Management, Mastercard România

The great opportunity of the last two years
has been the advancement of digitization.
What was primarily the attribute of
technology and IT companies, has become
a must on the agenda of companies in
various industries, public institutions and
has led consumers to make the transition to
digital media. Digital agility is fundamental
in a world where work, socializing and
shopping are taking place more and more in
the virtual environment and a skill that we all
need to perfect.

an inclusive, digital economy that benefits
everyone,
everywhere,
by
making
transactions safe, simple, smart and
accessible.

According to the "Become 2021" study
conducted by Mastercard in partnership
with the Harvard Business Review, which
examines the adoption of innovation among
companies and consumers, half of the
business leaders surveyed consider digital
skills an important investment to improve
customer experience.

We aim to help consumers easily identify
transactions in their payment history, while
helping issuers reduce the number of
unjustified complaints about seemingly
unauthorized transactions, as well as
increase the visibility of merchants.
Merchants only need to fill out the form on
the logo.ethoca.com website and upload
their logo to be displayed on the bank's
digital channels.

On the other hand, 68% of consumers say
they prefer brands that offer a simple and
convenient digital experience. Mastercard
is in a unique position to connect and power

As online and mobile banking services are
growing in popularity, in February 2021, we
launched the Ethoca Consumer ClarityTM
solution, which provides additional details
about transactions, such as the name of
the merchant, its logo and the place where
the purchase took place.

This solution helps to increase consumer
satisfaction, significantly improving the
user experience and at the same time
limiting the frequency of chargeback
requests to issuers and merchants.
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Often named the first digital bank in Romania, ING
ranks best in security features and card innovations,
while mobile payment options are plenty.

Digital Proposition

58.3%
Cards

100%
CX Features

58.8%
Payments

70.6%
Security features

100%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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68%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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Raiffeisen Bank offers a complete digital proposition
for retail & SME clients, with remote account opening
and digital loans, while progress has been done in all
categories.
Digital Proposition

100%
Cards

71.4%
CX Features

29.4%
Payments

58.8%
Security features

44.4%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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57%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility *

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
* for pre-approved companies
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In the last years, Unicredit Bank Romania has been
investing a lot in CX features, security and card
functionalities, where it ranks above average.

Digital Proposition

29.2%
Cards

92.9%
CX features

64.7%
Payments

41.2%
Security features

61.1%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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47%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning *

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
* just for the Android phones
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The oldest bank in Romania made a huge leap
forward in the last years and became the poster-child
of rapid digital transformation in the local banking
system.
Digital Proposition

79.2%
Cards

71.4%
CX features

47.1%
Payments

100%
Security features

77.8%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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78%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
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OTP Bank made good progress in the last years in
terms of remote banking services, offering a fair
amount of features and payment options, including
its own digital wallet.
Digital Proposition

79.2%
Cards

78.6%
CX features

76.5%
Payments

52.9%
Security features

88.9%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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68%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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Although small-sized, Libra Internet Bank was one of
the first traditional banks that offered fully digital
banking services, with an above average score in
each category.
Digital Proposition

79.2%
Cards

71.4%
CX features

82.3%
Payments

88.2%
Security features

55.6%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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68%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
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First Bank has a strong digital proposition for retail
clients & SMEs, while offering a decent amount of CX
and security features.

Digital Proposition

79.2%
Cards

85.7%
CX features

58.8%
Payments

52.9%
Security features

50%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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59%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
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Patria Bank started the digital transformation journey
recently, but it already offers remote banking
services, like opening an online current account and
remote acquisition of debit cards.
Digital Proposition

29.2%
Cards

50%
CX features

17.6%
Payments

17.5%
Security features

50%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
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29%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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Having only a retail proposition, Orange Money ranks
very good in cards, mobile payments & security
features.

Digital Proposition

29.2%
Cards

85.7%
CX features

47.1%
Payments

76.5%
Security features

88.9%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking

MAIN PARTNER
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56%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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Monese offers a fair digital proposition for
Romanians working abroad, who can open a 100%
digital current account, while the app has lots of CX
features.
Digital Proposition

29.2%
Cards

64.3%
CX features

88.2%
Payments

52.9%
Security features

38.9%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking

MAIN PARTNER
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47%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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Revolut was the first challenger bank to offer lots of
features to Romanian clients. It ranks highest in CX &
security features, but some innovations are not yet
deployed in the local market.
Digital Proposition

50%
Cards

64.3%
CX features

100%
Payments

70.6%
Security features

100%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking
* not available in Romania

MAIN PARTNER
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68%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit*

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments
* just for EUR & GBP

Multi-Banking
* not available in Romania
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Paysera offers a digital proposition for retail and SME
customers, and also lots of mobile payment options
& security features.

Digital Proposition

50%
Cards

50%
CX features

41.2%
Payments

88.2%
Security features

72.2%
PSD2-compliant multi-banking

MAIN PARTNER
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64%

Digital Proposition

Cards

Remote account opening (retail)

Debit cards | remote acquisition

Digital personal loan

Credit cards | remote acquisition

Remote account opening (SME)

Contactless cards

SME digital loan facility

Virtual cards
Cardless ATM withdrawal

CX features

Payments

Top up feature

Own digital wallet

Budgeting and categorization

Apple Pay

Biometric login

Google Pay

In-app provisioning

Fitbit Pay

Automated saving tools

Garmin Pay

Chatbots

Instant Payments

Split the bill

Direct Debit

Security
features

Freeze/block card

Deact. online transactions

in-app PIN change

Deact. POS transactions

Location based security

Deact. ATM Withdrawl

Push notifications
Deact. contactless payments

Multi-Banking
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REACH US
contact@futurebanking.ro

